
Calvary Church Drops Dropbox for the Performance, Efficiency 
and Protection of Transporter

Overview 
Calvary Church of Los Gatos, Calif. is an active worship organization with a congrega-
tion of nearly 1,500 members. Supported by over 40 staff and volunteers, the church 
is focused on ways to leverage innovative technologies that increase efficiency and 
engagement for its members.                                          

Challenge
To support church operations, numerous documents, photos and videos need to be 
regularly shared between Calvary’s staff and volunteers. Many of these users work 
remotely and this creates challenges with accessing and sharing files that are stored 
on the local file server. 

Calvary decided to implement Dropbox to improve remote access and sharing, but 
almost immediately experienced issues as users’ computers ran out of space. “Our staff 
and volunteers need to be able to access our entire inventory of photos and videos. 
Unfortunately Dropbox immediately started to fill up client hard drives with video due to 
its syncing feature,” said Mark Yoder, IT Administrator, Calvary Church.

Yoder attempted to work around the issue by having users access files via Dropbox’s 
web interface, but this introduced other challenges.  “Our users experienced difficulty 
and frustration trying to access Dropbox files via their web interface. It just wasn’t as 
intuitive as accessing folders right on the computer.”

In addition to user frustration, Yoder also ran into challenges ensuring the data stored 
on Dropbox was always accessible and properly protected from disaster. An Internet 
outage last year made files stored on Dropbox inaccessible, highlighting the fact 
that there was no easy way to backup files stored there. “Ultimately, we could never 
move 100 percent over to Dropbox due to its inability to integrate with our backup 
infrastructure. We needed a better solution.”

Solution
Calvary Church heard about Transporter from one of its members and initially tried the 
consumer solution. The organization then participated in the Transporter for Business 
beta program, and it was then that the church realized how intuitive and efficient it is to 
use and manage. 

“Transporter has improved our workflow dramatically. Our users now have access to 
remote files right from the Mac Finder utility, so it’s much more intuitive,” said Yoder. 
“There have also been some serious performance benefits. Transporter uploads files 
over our fast local network vs. uploading over the Internet. This allows us to get the 
recorded services delivered the next morning without any issues.” 

Another benefit the church has seen with Transporter is how it supports Sunday school 
programs. With Transporter all of the students’ content is sent to each student’s folder 
ahead of class, saving class time and making the mornings run much more smoothly.

         Transporter for Business Case Study: Mark Yoder, IT Administrator, Calvary Church

       We love how easy Trans-
porter is for users. The Transporter 
Library, offsite replication and 
backup integration are truly killer 
features. 

“ “
Solution

• Eliminated the high cost of 
Dropbox business fees

• Simplified file sharing 
infrastructure and user access

• Now achieves large video 
transfers with ease 

Challenge

• Slow sharing of large video 
files

• High costs associated with 
Dropbox fees

• Difficult remote access with 
Dropbox, especially for Mac 
users 



Calvary Church has now migrated over 3TB of data to Transporter and was able to cancel its Dropbox business account, 
saving significant costs and simplifying management. The organization is now deploying Transporter Sync’s at its staff and 
volunteer’s homes to provide fast, local copies and offsite protection thanks to Transporters integrated replication. Because 
Transporter integrates directly with their backup infrastructure, Yoder plans to migrate an additional 3TBs of data from the 
legacy file server to Transporter, so they can ultimately decommission the file server and the VPN to drive even further cost
savings.

Results
As a result of deploying Transporter for Business, Calvary Church has significantly reduced its file sharing budget by avoiding 
the costs it was spending on recurring Dropbox fees. It will further cut complexity and expense by eliminating its old file 
server and related VPN. Now, Sunday school and church events go much more smoothly and the church is prepared for 
future expansion with a data management solution that will grow with their needs. 
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